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Tracing the History of the Baltic Sea Oxygen Level

Evolution and Provenance for Research Data Management

Tanja Auge1, Andreas Heuer2

Abstract: In order to guarantee the reproducibility of research results, large research communities,
conferences and journals increasingly demand the provision of original research data. Since this is
often not possible or desired, a certain tact and sensitivity is needed. With our method, combining
provenance and evolution, we can identify the source tuples necessary for the reconstruction of a query
result also in temporal databases. To avoid dirty data caused by the inverse evolution, we introduced
the what-provenance, which remembers the data types of the source relation.
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1 Introduction

"Death zones at the bottom of the sea", "Death zones are growing rapidly: is the Baltic
Sea dying?", "Death zones in the Baltic Sea: the air is getting scarce", such and similar
headlines have been appearing in the newspapers again and again in the past years. But what
is the meaning of this? These are oxygen-free regions at the bottom of the oceans [Ca14].
In the case of the Baltic Sea the Leibniz Institute for Baltic Sea Research Warnemünde
(IOW) names three causes3, whereof two are based on natural conditions. Even if these
death zones cannot be predicted, a certain increasing trend can be seen in the last 100 years.
However, in order to judge this objectively, long-term evaluations must be carried out.

Imagine a young scientist who is unsettled about these news and now eagerly tries to verify
the statements described in the newspapers. To assess the development of oxygen content
over the last 100 years, he is planning an article summarizing the results of all studies
conducted so far. He wants to reproduce and reconstruct the study results himself. For this
purpose, he contacts, among others, the IOW.

To guarantee the long-term availability of observational data and metadata the IOW provides
a sophisticated data management system. It enables easy data search and retrieval to
complement international data exchange and provide data products for scientific, political,
1 University of Rostock, DBIS, Germany, tanja.auge@uni-rostock.de
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industrial and public actors4. This system consists among others of a metadata catalogue
and oceanographic point data.

Like many other institutes and universities, the IOW strives after an integrated, reliable and
sustainable data management concept, which allows access according to the FAIR principles
(Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, Reusable). The principles define "characteristics that
contemporary data resources, tools, vocabularies and infrastructures should exhibit to assist
discovery and reuse by third-parties" [Wi16]. One goal of FAIR is the reuse of data. To
achieve this, data and metadata must be described in detail so that they can be replicated
and/or combined in different environments5. Our contribution is a new approach (see Fig.
1) to the reproducibility and traceability of published research results. This is particularly
useful for changing databases.

The young scientist asks for the original data, for example from 1977. However, the IOW
can not provide the original data in the original "format" — the data can be on external
data storage devices, punch cards or simply on paper. This would be too costly and time-
consuming for the IOW. However, the data are additionally stored in an institute-wide,
changing database. We can now use the current materialized view and determine the original
data of interest to our researcher.

So let’s take a closer look at Fig. 1 summarizing our approach: Let there be a published
research result (green diagrams on the computer screen) and its associated evaluation query
— a query in the case of structured databases including selection, projection, join as well as
simple aggregation queries. The provenance enriched inversion of this evaluation query, the
so-called provenance query, (III) provides the source tuples necessary for the reconstruction
of the result. Thus we obtain a (minimal) sub-database of the original database (red dotted).
In case of changing databases, like the over 100 years developed oxygen database at the
IOW, this sub-database must be calculated from the current view, of course. For this purpose
we first invert the evolution (I) and then execute the evaluation request (II). The result of
this query can now be inverted (III) and the minimal sub-database (red dotted) can be
reconstructed with the help of Provenance. After the new evolution (IV) we get the evolved
(minimal) sub-database (blue dotted), the basis of our reformulated evaluation query (V).

Our method allows us to keep results reproducible, comparable and robust against (in-
terpretation or evaluation) errors. Instead of storing each database version, we only store
a (minimal) sub-database. For very large data sets (petabytes and more), which change
frequently, data reduction guaranteed by the sub-database, can reduce costs. In addition, the
data itself may be worth protecting. This applies not only to personal data but also to research
data. For example, the data of MOSAiC, an international project studying the central Arctic,
has been generated with great effort and is currently only available to the collaborators
of the project. This will not change until 2023, see MOSAiC Data Policy6. Military data

4 https://www.io-warnemuende.de/datenportal.html

5 https://www.ruhr-uni-bochum.de/researchdata/de/index.html

6 https://spaces.awi.de/display/DM/MOSAiC+Data+Policy
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Fig. 1: Combining query evaluation, evolution and provenance: (II + III) The result of an evaluation
query (shown as a set of green diagrams on the computer screen) can be inverted using provenance
(dashed red). This creates the minimal sub-database top left necessary for the reconstruction of the
query result. (I + IV) In case of a temporal databases, the minimal sub-database bottom left must be
calculated from the current materialized view. However, this is possible by combining evolution and
provenance query. The new evaluation query (dotted blue) results analogously as combination of the
inverse evolution and the original query evaluation (V).

have to be protected, too. Even though the data is private, sharing the sub-database still
guarantees the traceability of the published research results [Au20a].

Previous provenance queries are usually processed on fixed databases and a specific query.
By combining data provenance and evolution we are able to extend provenance queries
to temporal databases. First approaches can already be found in [AH18a]. After a short
overview of the current status of provenance and evolution in Section 2, we provide a short
introduction to IOW (see Section 3). However, the focus of this paper is on the reconstruction
of the source tuples in a changing database as well as defining a new provenance type, the
so-called what-provenance (see Section 4). We will conclude with our future contributions.

2 Provenance and Evolution

Since modern databases do not support schema development proactively, developers often
have to intervene manually. However, this is very error-prone and usually not feasible for
large data sets. Trying to solve this problem leads to various prototypical implementations:
PRISM/PRISM++ [CMZ08] allows to specify evolution steps using so-called Schema
Modification Operations (SMOs), defining SMOs as a set of SQL-based schema modification
operators including among others Create Table, Add Column and Merge Column. BiDEL
[He17] presents SMOs that are relationally complete, invertible and enable forward and
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SMOs SMOs
CREATE Table R(a,b,c) MERGE Column a,c AS func(a,c) IN R TO d
DROP Table R SPLIT Column a IN R TO d USING func1, e USING func2
ADD Column d [AS const|func(a,b,c)] INTO R
DROP Column c FROM R
RENAME Column b IN R TO d

Tab. 1: Schema Modification Operators at IOW [Au20b]

backward query rewriting and data migration, whereas they can guarantee bidirectionality.
For this reason a SMO, if it exists, is unique and BiDEL can be considered a nice language
to describe SMOs [AK19]. VESEL on the other hand is the first system that allows visual
exploration of schema development by means of provenance queries [AK19]. These tools
are dependent on versioning the database, thus they have a different notion of provenance.

As shown in [Au20b], all schema evolution steps occurring at the IOW can be represented
by SMOs. The language of SMOs consists of eleven operators, which describe the evolution
of columns and tables [CMZ08]. In later work these operators were extended by six more,
the so-called Integrity Constraints Modification Operators (ICMOs) [Cu13]. The SMOs
relevant for the IOW, extended by two SMOs for combining and splitting attributes [Au20b]
are summarized in Tab. 1.

Data provenance is used to describe the traceability of a query result back to the relevant
original data [MH17]. This includes the data set itself (where-provenance) as well as the
travelled path (why- and how-provenance). While the why-provenance [BKT01] specifies a
witness base that identifies the tuples involved in the query result, the how-provenance uses
provenance polynomials for specify a calculation rule [GT17].

We use the CHASE algorithm [Fa11] as a the foundation for evaluation and provenance
queries as well as evolution. For the developed concept, introduced in this paper, it shall
be not object of the discussion. The CHASE is a procedure that modifies a given database
instance I by incorporating a set of dependencies Σ like s-t tgds (source-to-target tuple-
generating dependencies) and egds (equality-generating dependencies). Generalized, s-t
tgds create new tuples and tgds/egds clean the database [Be17].

The representation of the evolution as SMO and thus also as s-t tgd [CMZ08] allows the
processing of the evolution by the CHASE algorithm. Since relational algebraic queries
can also be represented by s-t tgds and egds, CHASE is also suitable for processing
evaluation queries. Given an instance I, an evaluation query Q and an evolution ε, chaseQ(I)
corresponds to our published query result and chaseε(I) to a database instance of a recent
version. The inverse evolution as well as the provenance query are calculated in a second
step, the so called BACKCHASE [DH13, Me14]. In our approach, the BACKCHASE is
nothing else than the CHASE algorithm itself, applied to the result of the CHASE. The only
difference is the amount of dependencies to be included.
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Before discussing the combination of evolution and provenance (see Section 4), we will
briefly introduce the IOW, an example for our research use case.

3 Evolution at a Research Institute

Especially for long-term data, schema and data changes are not exceptional. The same
applies to the data of the IOW as a use case. It maintains a number of databases on different
Baltic Sea specific topics. One of them is the IOWDB, the Oceanographic Database of
IOW 7. It contains oceanographic readings and metadata (mainly Baltic Sea) from 1877 to
2020, in total more than 78 million measured samples.

One third of the stored data in the IOWDB is obtained with a so-called CTD probe.
Primary parameters of this instrument are Conductivity (electrical conductivity, which is
used to determine salinity), water Temperature and Depth, which is determined by the
prevailing pressure. The scientific requirements at IOW have changed continuously over the
years, which has been accompanied by significant improvements in instrumentation, data
acquisition and processing on board research vessels and data storage on land. The data
evaluation from different years are therefore an essential task of data processing [Au20b].

When analyzing the evolution operations occurring at the IOW, in particular the addition
of attributes using the ADD Column as well as the merging and splitting of attributes have
proven to be extremely relevant. Almost 80% of all operations are responsible for adding
new attributes. Furthermore, 16% of the operations are merging or splitting attributes.
The corresponding SMOs MERGE Column and SPLIT Column and a detailed analysis of the
evolution at IOW can be found in [Au20b].

4 Provenance and Evolution for Research Data Management

After we have determined the schema modifications relevant for the integration of old data
sets and specified their operators, we now want to deal with the question, if and how a
given query can be executed on other schema versions? Accordingly, to execute the original
1977 query on the current materialized view, we are interested in the related (minimal)
sub-database. Sometimes additional information is necessary, too. In Fig. 1 the sub-database
from 1977 is highlighted as a dashed red box, the later version is highlighted as a green box.
The same coloring can be found in Fig. 2, a more detailed depiction of the figure above.

Imagine the following situation: A young scientist is concerned about newspaper articles on
the subject of "Death zones in the Baltic Sea". He would like to form his own opinion. In
order to judge the development of oxygen content over the last 100 years, he is planning an
article summarizing the results of all studies conducted so far. He wants to reproduce and
reconstruct the study results himself, which we would like to support.

7 https://www.io-warnemuende.de/en_iowdb.html
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Fig. 2: Unification of query evaluation, provenance and evolution, based on [AH18a]

The IOW’s research data is stored persistently for each research project as well as in
a developing institute database. For the IOW evaluations, however, we only have one
materialized view at our disposal (see J(St+1) in Fig. 2). Since we cannot hand over the
entire database J(St+1)— note the case of protected data —, we are looking especially
for the data J∗ necessary to reconstruct the original result. This data we can submit to our
young scientist for his replication study.

So we have to recalculate the old database I(St ) from our materialized view J(St+1) to
execute the original query Q again which was executed some years ago. The repeated
execution of Q is necessary to get additional information for the inversion query Qprov. The
reconstructed source tuples I∗ are then transformed back into the materialized view J∗. On
J∗ our young scientist can now place all queries that he is interested in. In order to get the
same query result K∗ on J∗, we have to transform the query Q as well.

We have explained in [AH18a] how this process can look like. The idea we refined and
extended to four major steps, of which step I. and II. can be neglected if the provenance of
the query Q is already known.

I. Reconstructing the original database by inverting the evolution
II. Calculating the query result
III. Determining the source tuples using the query result as well as data provenance
IV. Evolving the minimal sub-database and transforming the evaluation query

Fig. 2 describes this process in a graphical way. Starting with the current materialized view
J(St+1) the inversion ε−1 of the evolution ε returns the original database instance I(St ) and
the known query Q the result K(T), highlighted in green. In research data management, K∗

always corresponds to the entire result database K , i.e. K∗ = K , since the complete result of
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the scientific evaluation has to be reproducible. Deploying Qprov we determine the minimal
sub-database I∗ (red dashed box), i.e. the source tuples involved in the result. Finally, ε is
used to transform this into the current database version J∗ (blue dotted box). But let’s have
a closer look at the individual steps:

I. Reconstructing the original database by inverting the evolution By using the
inverse evolution ε−1 the old, original database I(St ) can be calculated from the current
materialized view J(St+1). Thus we obtain: I(St ) = ε−1(J(St+1)). Therefore the evolution
ε and its (exact) inverse ε−1 are formulated as s-t tgds and egds and processed by the
CHASE or BACKCHASE [Fa11]. All new tuples, which did not exist in the original version
(recognizable by their ID), are deleted and the remaining attributes are processed using the
inverse evolution ε−1. Operations like creating a new relation, renaming or inserting new
attributes are easy to invert and can be done without further loss of information.

In contrast the inversion of merge- and split-operations, which are a composition of add
and drop operators, requires a bit more work. First the used auxiliary function f needs to
be invertible or at least quasi-invertible and second the possible data-type-changes need to
be considered. For example, merging the attributes day, month and year to a common
date can be inverted by splitting the date again. Furthermore, this split must ensure that
the original attribute value is restored correctly. Since the mathematical inverse and the
implemented inverse can differ, there can occur dirty data. To solve the problem of dirty
data, we defined the so called what-provenance below.

The multiplication of two attribute values can not be inverted without further considerations,
as there is no information about the multiplicators. The usage of provenance-polynomials
[GT17] extended by the possibility to process functions would guarantee the unambiguous
inversion of the multiplication too. But without the concrete specification of the attribute
values, they will be lost. To the best of our knowledge, such an extension does not yet exist,
but we are already working on a solution.

II. Calculating the query result The evaluation query Q can be formulated as s-t tgd
or egd and processed by the CHASE algorithm as well. The resulting database instance
K∗(T) = Q(I(St )) is highlighted in green in Fig. 2.

III. Determining the source tuples using the query result as well as data provenance
The result of the evaluation query Q can be calculated with the CHASE algorithm. The
subsequent construction of the minimal sub-database I∗ is achieved by inverting the query
Q. This inverse Qprov returns using the BACKCHASE-algorithm the minimal subdatabase
I∗(St ) = Qprov(K∗(T)), necessary for the calculation of the query result (Fig. 2, red dashed).
Here, too, data provenance, especially how-provenance, plays a decisive role. Most evaluation
queries, apart from the selection for inequality and difference [AH18b, ADT11] can be
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inverted by using provenance. By specifying the corresponding CHASE inverse function
[Fa11] we can indicate how well the original database I can be reconstructed. An overview
of the most common evaluation requests can be found in [AH18b]. The evaluation of the
(minimal) sub-database returns the original query result. How closely the sub-database
matches the original database depends on the inverse type and provenance query.

IV. Evolving the minimal sub-database and transforming the evaluation query After
determining the minimal sub-database I∗ it is transformed into the current materialized
view by applying evolution. Here again, CHASE is used. A new minimal sub-database
J∗(St+1) = ε(Qprov(K(T))) (Fig. 2, blue dotted) is created, which we make available to
the young scientist. Since Q′(J∗(St+1)) = Q(I(St )), the original query result K∗ can now
be reconstructed without errors from the minimal materialized view J∗. The query Q′

corresponds to the composition of the original evaluation query Q and the inverse evolution
ε−1, i.e. Q′(J∗(St+1)) = Q(ε−1(St+1)).
In summary: We can provide the young scientist with all necessary information under the
mentioned conditions (i.e. considering the invertibility of evolution and evaluation). Thanks
to the minimal sub-database of our materialized view J∗ and the transformed query Q′, he
is now able to reconstruct the original published research results. The degree of accuracy
depends on the accuracy of the corresponding inverse Qprov and ε−1. So, our young scientist
will start his development of the oxygen content of the Baltic Sea with a simple example. Let
us examine the evolution of the attribute date in 1977 and 2017. For the sake of simplicity,
we will limit the relation series to the three ID, O2 and date.

Example 4.1 We are interested in the progression of the oxygen level O2 in 1977. Unfortu-
nately the format of the date has changed over the years. While it consisted of three separate
attribute values of type varchar in 1977, this is now stored in a common date of type date.
In order to determine the source tuples of the relation Series2017 necessary to detect the
oxygen level in 1977, we need the materialized view J(St+1) = Series2017, the evaluation
query Q = πID,O2 (Series1977) and the evolution

ε = MERGE Column Date AS func (Year,Month,Day) INTO Series2017.

First we invert the materialized view Series2017 and obtain the original database instance
Series1977 (Tab. 2a). Then we execute the evaluation query Q and invert the result using
data provenance (Tab. 2b). The so generated minimal sub-database Series∗1977 can now
be transformed back to the current materialized view (Tab. 2c). Due to the projection on
O2 as well as the ID all information about the attributes Day and Month is lost. Thus, we
insert a null value here. Only the value of the Year can be reconstructed from the blue
annotation si,1977. We get Series∗2017 and the source tuples with the IDs 1, 3 and 4, which
are necessary for the reconstruction of the query Q. �
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ID O2 Date
1 7.0 1977-03-11 s1,2017
2 8.0 1970-03-11 s2,2017
3 8.0 1977-06-12 s3,2017
4 8.1 2000-11-12 s4,2017

Series2017

−→
ε−1

ID O2 Day Month Year
1 7 11 03 1977 s1,1977
2 8 11 03 1970 s2,1977
3 8 12 06 1977 s3,1977

Series1977

(a) Inverse evolution ε−1

ID O2 Day Month Year
1 7 11 03 1977 s1,1977
2 8 11 03 1970 s2,1977
3 8 12 06 1977 s3,1977

Series1977

−→
Q

ID O2
1 7
3 8

Result

−→
Qprov

ID O2 Day Month Year
1 7 η1 η2 1977 s1,1977
3 8 η3 η4 1977 s3,1977

Series∗1977

(b) Query Q and provenance query Qprov

ID O2 Day Month Year
1 7 η1 η2 1977 s1,1977
3 8 η3 η4 1977 s3,1977
4 8 η5 η6 1977 s4,1977

Series∗1977

−→
ε

ID O2 Date
1 7.0 1977-η2-η1 s1,2017
3 8.0 1977-η4-η3 s3,2017
4 8.0 1977-η6-η5 s4,2017

Series∗2017

(c) Evolution ε

Tab. 2: Calculation of a (minimal) sub-database given the query Q = πID,O2 (Series1977) and the
result Result

What-Provenance Data provenance describes where a piece of data comes from, why and
how it was created. Data provenance currently does not provide any information about how
attribute values are defined; in fact, it doesn’t provide any information about the allowed data
types and their formats [Ma20]. This is particularly important when converting attribute
values. This avoids rounding errors or enables using pre-defined SQL functions like Concat
or Substring in the merge and split variants introduced in [Au20b]. The fact, that the
mathematical inverse of a function might not necessarily match its implemented inverse
makes the relevance of such an additional provenance more valid. For example, the data
may contain hidden information such as a leading 0 or 1 to identify original or validated
data. Also the significant digit is important, i.e. for rounding error calculations. In the case
of the oxygen level the values vary between 7 and 9, so a significant digit is important for
small changes. In the case of evolution, such changes can occur accordingly (see O2 in
Tab. 2). This is where what-provenance comes into play.

Definition 4.1 (what-provenance) Let St (A1, ..., An) and St+1(A′1, ..., A′m) be two temporal
versions of the same database. Let ε be the evolution between St and St+1. The what base
is defined as a set of tuples (A′i, (Ak,D(Ak)) × ... × (Al,D(Al))) with ε−1(A′i) = (Ak, ..., Al)
and D(Ai) domain of the attribute Ai . If A doesn’t have a pre-image, we write (A, (∅,∅)).
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Hence the what-provenance provides the attribute itself as well as the associated source data
types, the provenance of a certain tuple corresponds to the provenance of the whole relation.

Example 4.2 We look again at the relation Series in the years 1977 and 2017. The
evolution of O2 is limited to data type and the evolution of Date can be described by the
SMO MERGE Column. The corresponding what-provenance is then:

{(ID, (ID, integer)), (O2, (O2, double)),
(Year, (Date, date)), (Month, (Date, date)), (Day, (Date, date))}.

And the what-provenance of the inverse evolution is:

{(ID, (ID, integer)), (O2, (O2, double)),
(Date, (Year, char(2)) × (Month, char(2)) × (Day, char(2)))}. �

5 Conclusion and Future Work

To guarantee the reproducibility of research results, large communities, conferences and
journals increasingly demand the provision of original research data. Since this is often
not possible or desired, a certain tact and sensitivity is needed. With our method, the
source tuples necessary for reconstruction can be determined to a minimal extent, which is
helpful for our young scientist, too. For this purpose we combine the original source tuples
reconstructed with data provenance with the evolution of the temporary database. Both, a
forward and a backward evolution is possible, depending on which database instance is
currently materialized. Additionally, to reduce dirty data caused by the inverse evolution,
we introduced the what-provenance, which remembers the data types of the source relation.

The detailed analysis of our concept is currently in progress. As stated in Section 2, evolution
and evaluation can be formalized using the CHASE. For the inversion we consider five
CHASE-inverse types [AH18b]. We already examined the inverse types of the evaluation
queries [AH18b], for evolution these types still must be identified. Inverse evolution may
not necessarily be unique depending on the formalization of the SMO. We also investigate
when a specific inverse is useful. There is a natural conflict of interest between publishing
original data (provenance) and protecting these data (privacy) introduced in [ASH20].
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